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A suitable support batten is simply inserted

loose into the cradles and the chosen

decking material is then fixed directly to
each batten with the traditional clips and

fixing brackets common in the industry.

InstaCradles are made from environmentally
friendly recycled rubber crumb and provide

excellent acoustic insulation that isolates

the impact sound, which can be really

important on outside balconies or flat roofs
where sound transmission can be an issue.

The rubber cradles cause no damage to the
sub-surface, such as flat roofs, and eliminate

the creaking created by many types of plastic

cradles that are used for outside decking. The

cradles are also very hard wearing, water
resistant and do not become brittle in cold
weather conditions.

The unique rubber crumb InstaCradle
is ideal for use with exterior timber
decking as it provides a durable,
quiet, shock absorbing system.

InstaCradle®
for superior outside decking.

The outside area where the

decking is to be installed

does not have to be an even

surface as the InstaCradle
system is adjustable in
height and can be levelled
on site. Combinations of

2mm and 5mm cradle
packers, with 10mm and
30mm interlocking base
packers for more difficult

areas, are used to alter the

cradle height and ensure

that the decking surface is

completely level.



TFC

1 truck tyre recycled

per 255 cradles

1000m² = 46 truck

tyres recycled

1 car tyre recycled

per 37 cradles

1000m² = 319 car

tyres recycled

On-site floor
levelling 

year
guarantee

Adjustable
for varying

deck heights

Fully
recyclable

Excellent
acoustic

performance

decking boards
can be secret
nailed directly

to  battens

fast, easy and
cost-effective

made from
recycled rubber

long-lasting,
high-performing

for balconies and flat
roof applications

No damage to
existing surfaces

avoid the risk
of creaking 

genuine
‘cradle-to-

cradle’ product
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